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To Zoom takes on
new meaning

A new expression has entered the
lexicon of the English language. In the
same way that we use ‘hoover’ to mean
use the vacuum cleaner, or to ‘google’
meaning look something up on the
internet, this term has seen the
expression ‘to zoom’ mean something
entirely different from normal.
What it has become, is to hold
meetings in the virtual world, or more
specifically for the staff here at Brooke
House this term, to get back online
ready for another lesson. Given the
many different time zones our pupils
come from, it has caused a few issues,
but I suspect will be the pre-cursor for a
greater use of such modes of teaching
in the future.
Only time will tell of course, but there is
speculation that ‘it has all gone 2020’
may replace ‘Pete Tong’ for future
occasions when all is not as it should
be!

Residential Staff celebrate
For the college’s amazing residential staff, the end of the summer
term really was something to celebrate this year. Due to COVID19, they have been on duty since the start of the spring term on
January 5th. The half-term breaks in the spring and summer terms
as well as the Easter vacation were all worked by this dedicated
team.
“The care and commitment to the pupils has been remarkable,”
said the College Principal, Mike Oliver. “70 of our pupils remained
at school through the lockdown and this group of staff saw to it
that the pupils’ wellbeing, care and health & safety was
maintained throughout.”
During the days, staff kept the pupils at their studies and working
hard with the remote learning. Then after lessons, a wide-ranging
programme of activities was planned to help the pupils rest and
relax. Quizzes, fitness work in the gym, special evenings, birthday
celebrations and Lee’s amazing barbecues, all helped keep the
pupils happy.

Footballers successful despite the lockdown

It was good to see that even during the lockdown, the college continued to be able to provide the players
in the football academy with opportunities to move on with their football after leaving us.
We are delighted to report that Bright has signed professional terms with KV Kortrijk from Division One in
Belgium. Well done and of course all the very best in the future. It is wonderful for us at Brooke House to
see our pupils arrive with a dream, and for them to fulfil it. With that in mind, and as a genuine first for the
College, Bruna, one of our founding members of the girls in the football academy, has been awarded a
‘Soccer Scholarship’ to Miami JW university in Florida. We of course wish Bruna all the very best with her
degree course and the prospect of furthering her football.
Another highlight during the lockdown has been Micky Adams’ interviews and professional tips from a
wide-ranging collection of footballing stars.
Our good friend Gabi Cioffi got the ball rolling
followed by Steve McMahon, the former Liverpool
legend. Matt Elliot, Leicester and Scotland international
and Lawrie Dudfield also played a big part in Micky’s
programme. Kenwyne Jones, the hugely talented and
athletic Trinidad and premier league striker also helped
our aspiring players, along with the other former
professionals to guide and support our players.
As well as former professional players, we were joined by
Bobby Madley, a former premier league referee to
explain that side of the game, and our captain of two years ago, Ben King, outlined what was involved
about seeking and ultimately being awarded a footballing scholarship to an American university.
In addition to interviewing players, Micky has also run online coaching webinars. When added to the
weekly skills our coaches were getting the players to practise, those in the academy certainly were kept
busy during lockdown.

Ready for September
Whilst the Bugle is more of a report on what has happened
at the college during the past term, we are always looking
forward and planning ahead. This year more than ever, we
have set ourselves the task of being ready for September,
not just academically and pastorally, as we usually are, but
also in terms of COVID-19 preparedness. To that end, parents
and pupils can be reassured that the college is ‘buying into’
the internationally recognised Boarding Schools’
Association’s COVID safe Charter. For more information on
what this involves, do please look at their website to
understand what it is we will be doing before the new term
starts to ensure the safety of our pupils.

Parent Platform for
Homework
As all parents will know, our usual ‘Homework
Diaries’ have not been of any real use during
lockdown, so the college invested in the ‘Show
my Homework’ platform. This allowed parents
to see what work had been set and to check
that it had been submitted to the teachers.
There were a host of other features as well,
which all impressed both staff and parents
alike. As a consequence, we will be purchasing
the software to use from September onwards
as a further measure to help with
communication between the school and home.
Once it is installed and login details assigned,
we will be in touch so that you can follow your
child’s progress even more closely. We will still
of course be writing two reports a term and
running parents’ meetings; this is something
else on top

Photographs during Summer Term Lockdown

The Principal’s Lockdown Challenge
In addition to the regular remote learning and activities organised during the lockdown, our Principal issued
a challenge to all of the pupils to give them something positive to focus upon during what has been a
challenging time and what could also be a long summer vacation away from school. The task was to come up
with an idea, record it and then send it in to Mr Oliver. The project could be a short story, a poem, a video of
one of the pupils singing, playing a musical instrument or anything else of their choosing. The challenge is
open all summer, and although not even a week into the vacation at the time of writing this, we have already
had a superb video from the amazing Yannis, a smart piece of football passing/possession analysis from Peter
and a record of Catherine’s return to Vietnam and her 14 day enforced quarantine in some sort of police cadet
training centre, which was certainly not a 5 star resort. Ke is preparing a piano piece and others have come up
with clever ideas, which will hopefully be completed in due course. to the

Practical Science at Home
One of the wonders of modern technology is that just about
any event can be recorded either as a video or a single
photograph. Whilst away from school, several of our pupils
chose to do a science practical set by our teachers as a part
of their current key stage 3 curriculum. The lava lamp
experiment, creating a volcano or just growing seeds into
plants. All have their fascination and some genuine joy at
seeing an experiment work was evident with some of the
wonderful videos sent in. Well done to all those who did not
follow the usual advice from their teachers when they would
normally say “Do not do this at home”.

Not to be outdone, Kyle also made a venetian ball mask as
part of his Shakespeare work for GCSE English Literature.

The Annual School Photograph ‘Zoom’ Style
Not wanting to miss out on a single year of the photographs adorning the walls of the main Brooke House
building, we had to be creative this year with the school photograph. We hope that once it has been tidied up and
made to fit the regular sized frames, this year’s photograph will provide a reminder of how the summer term
2020 impacted our regular routine

Whilst still very much a work in progress, the finished version will form part of the college’s history and will be
sent out to each pupil as a record of the academic year 2019-2020

A Fond Farewell to Staff
The end of the year marks not only the departure of our leavers to head off to university, but it so often is the
time when some staff move on for promotion and others retire. This year Crina Melinte and Sebastian Cooper left
us after many years of EAL teaching and residential tutoring. Carl Hunt taught Business, and now moves
off to tend his beloved allotment. Mohammed Abass taught Accounting Mark Lacy and David Leonard taught
Economics, and either move into retirement or on to what we hope will prove to be successful businesses of their
own. Emmanuel Eremah and Kenneth Nellist taught Science expertly, Jose Vasquez taught PE and took activities,
whilst Peter Heames taught Mathematics, and Thomas McGrath taught English. Thank you to all the teachers who
worked so hard in their subject areas to educate our boys and girls. We also said farewell to Sali in the Science prep
room, George McKimmie and Stephen Crook in Maintenance and Annette Kinnear from the catering team. Last but
not least, our summer term school nurse, Shami, who was amazing during lockdown, is moving back to Zambia,
where we wish her every success with her new business back home.

